The inverse problem of 'eigenstates-to-Hamiltonian' is considered for an open chain of N quantum spins in the context of Many-Body-Localization. We first construct the simplest basis of the Hilbert space made of 2 N orthonormal Matrix-Product-States (MPS), that will thus automatically satisfy the entanglement area-law. We then analyze the corresponding N Local Integrals of Motions (LIOMs) that can be considered as the local building blocks of these 2 N MPS, in order to construct the parent Hamiltonians that have these 2 N MPS as eigenstates. Finally we study the Matrix-Product-Operator form of the Diagonal Ensemble Density Matrix that allows to compute long-time-averaged observables of the unitary dynamics. Explicit results are given for the memory of local observables and for the entanglement properties in operator-space, via the generalized notion of Schmidt decomposition for density matrices describing mixed states.
states displaying area-law entanglement [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] . While this area-law is usually only valid for ground-states [86] , we have recalled in the Introduction that the area-law also applies to excited states in Many-Body-Localized phases [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . In this section, our goal is thus to construct the simplest MPS basis for the Hilbert space and to analyze its basic properties.
A. Simplest Matrix-Product-States-basis for an open chain of N quantum spins
For an open chain of N quantum spins j = 1, 2.., N , we write the following 2 N Matrix-Product-States of bond dimension D = 2 |ψ 1 ,..., N −1 ,P = α1=± ...
that are labelled by the eigenvalue P = ±1 P z |ψ 1 ,..., N −1 ,P = P |ψ 1,..., N −1 ,P
of the Parity operator
and by (N − 1) binary variables 1 = ±, ..., N −1 = ± associated to the (N − 1) bonds. The variable k determines the two possible Schmidt values λ
[ k ]α=± k across the bond (k, k + 1) that appear in the MPS of Eq. 1 (Eq. 1 is written in the Vidal canonical form [87] where all the Schmidt values appear explicitly, as explained in more details below around Eq. 7)
Using the property
one can check the orthonormalization of the 2 N MPS of Eq. 1 ψ 1 ,..., N −1 ,P |ψ 1,..., N −1 ,P = α1=± α 1 =± ...
Since the (N − 1) angles θ k for k = 1, .., N − 1 appearing in Eq. 4 are the only free parameters of this simple MPS basis, it is important to explain now their physical meaning in terms of the entanglement properties across bonds and in terms of the multifractality of individual MPS.
B.
Entanglement properties of individual MPS across the bond (n, n + 1)
The MPS of Eq. 1 are written in the Vidal canonical form [87] , where the entanglement properties for any bipartitioning of the chain into two parts [1, .. , n] and [n + 1, .., N ] are directly accessible. The Schmidt decomposition of the ket of Eq. 1 with respect to the bond [n, n + 1] reads |ψ 1 ,..., N −1 ,P = αn=± |Φ [1, ..,n]αn 1,..., n−1 λ [ n ]αn n |Φ [n+1,..,N ]αn n+1.., N −1 ,P
where |Φ [1,.. ,n]αn 
The Schmidt decomposition of Eq. 7 for the MPS across the bond [k, k + 1] translates into the following decomposition for the corresponding projector
The orthonormalization of Eqs 9 yields that the trace over the Right part [n + 1, .., N ] and the trace over the Left part [1, .., n] are diagonal
with the two common weights labelled by α n = ±1 (Eq 4)
= cos 2 θ n 2 δ n ,αn + sin 2 θ n 2 δ n ,−αn = 1 + n α n cos(θ n ) 2 (12) So the corresponding entanglement entropy between the Left part [1, .., n] and the Right part [n + 1, .., N ] is the same for all the 2 N MPS of the basis and only depends on the angle θ n associated to the bond (n, n + 1)
C.
Entanglement properties of single spins in individual MPS
For the special case n = 1, the Left Schmidt eigenvector of Eq. 8 reduces to
and Eq. 11 corresponds to the reduced density matrix for the spin n = 1 alone in the MPS-projector
with the corresponding entanglement entropy of Eq. 13 that depends only on the angle θ 1 S Ent
Similarly for the special case n = N − 1, the Right Schmidt eigenvector of Eq. 8 reduces to
and Eq. 11 corresponds to the reduced density matrix for the spin n = N alone in the MPS-projector
with the corresponding entanglement entropy of Eq. 13 that depends only on the angle θ N −1 S Ent
For a site n in the bulk (2 ≤ n ≤ n − 1), the simultaneous Schmidt decomposition with respect to the Left part [1, ..., n − 1] and to the Right part [n + 1, ..., N ] reads for the MPS
and for the corresponding MPS-projector
The orthonormalization of the Schmidt eigenvectors (Eq. 9) yields that the trace over all the spins except n only involves the weights of Eq. 12 corresponding to the two neighboring bonds 
So the corresponding entanglement entropy between the site [n] and its environment [1, .., n − 1, n + 1, .., N ] is the same for all the 2 N MPS of the basis and only depends on the angles (θ n−1 , θ n ) of the two neighboring bonds S Ent
D.
Multifractal properties of individual MPS with respect to the initial spin basis
Even without disorder, the groundstate wavefunction of manybody quantum systems has been found to be generically multifractal, with many studies concerning the Shannon-Rényi entropies in quantum spin models [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] , while multifractal properties have been also studied recently for excited states in the field of Many-Body-Localization [11, [105] [106] [107] . In our present framework, the expansion of the MPS of Eq 1 in the Pauli basis σ z k = ±1 |ψ 1,..., N −1 ,P = S1=±1 S2=±1 ...
ψ S1,...,S N 1,..., N −1 ,P |σ z
involves the 2 N coefficients ψ S1=±1,...,S N =±1 1,..., N −1 ,P given by ψ S1,...,S N 1,..., N −1 ,P = S 1 , ..., S N |ψ 1 ,..., N −1 ,P = α1=± ...
Sn k (25) The statistics of the corresponding 2 N weights |ψ S1=±1,...,S N =±1 1,..., N −1 ,P | 2 normalized to unity can be analyzed via the Inverse Participation Ratios where q is a continuous parameter
that are actually independent of the precise MPS |ψ 1 ,..., N −1 ,P . So the 2 N MPS of the basis have all the same Rényi entropy
and the same generalized fractal dimensions 0 ≤ D q ≤ 1 that describe the leading extensive behaviors
III. CORRESPONDING MATRIX-PRODUCT-OPERATOR BASIS FOR OPERATORS

A. From the MPS basis to the MPO basis
The MPS basis of Eq. 1 for the Hilbert space of size 2 N can be used to construct the following basis for the operator-space of size 4 N
where the elementary operators that appear in these 4 N Matrix-Product-Operators read in terms of the Pauli matrices
Explicit form of the parity pseudo-spin operators P x,y,z
Using the following property satisfied by the bond variables of Eq. 4
one can check that the sum over the 2 N −1 projectors associated to the fixed parity value P 1=± ...
gives the projector on the eigenvalue P of the parity operator P z as it should. When one sums over the two parity values P = ±1, one obtains the decomposition of the identity
while the sum weighted by the parity value P gives the decomposition of the parity operator of Eq. 3
For given values of the (N − 1) bond variables ( 1 , .., ...
The third operator P y of the pseudospin associated to the parity can be then obtained via
C. Definition of the pseudo-spins operators x,y,z k in the MPS basis and in the MPO basis
The pseudo-spins operators ( z n , x n ) associated to the labels n = ±1 of the MPS of Eq. 1 can be defined by their actions in the MPS basis : the operator z n reads the value n of each MPS z n |ψ 1,..., N −1 ,P ≡ n |ψ 1,..., N −1 ,P
while the operator x n flips the value n of each MPS
x n |ψ 1 ,.., n,.., N −1 ,P ≡ |ψ 1,.,− n,.., N −1 ,P
As a consequence, z n and x n anticommute, the third pseudo-spin operator can be defined via
and the pseudo-spin operators associated to different sites n = m commute. Their actions in the full Hilbert space can be then obtained from their expansions in the MPO basis of Eq. 29
Explicit form of the pseudo-spin operators x,y,z n in terms of the initial spin operators σ x,y,z k Since the operators z,x n act only locally on the bond variable n in the MPO basis of Eq. 29, one can rewrite Eqs 41 as
where the central terms take into account the specific actions on the binary variable n = ±1 of the bond (n, n + 1) 
Putting everything together in Eqs 42, one obtains the final results for the pseudo-spin operator z n z n
and for the pseudo-spin operator x n x n
while the third pseudo-spin operator y n is then obtained using Eq. 40
The interpretation of these pseudo-spins in terms of Majorana fermions can be found in Appendix A. 
The bulk operator σ z n for 2 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 is thus given by the following product involving only the two neighboring bonds
while the boundary case n = 1 involves a single term and the boundary case n = N involves the parity operator
The second linear combination of Eqs 46 and 47 directly gives for 1 ≤ n ≤ N − 1
The product of this equation for n = k, .., N − 1 then gives
Since σ x N corresponds to the parity flip operator P x (Eq. 36), one obtains that σ x k involves a string of factors up to the right boundary N
Finally, the third spin operator can be obtained from Eqs 50 and 54
while the boundary cases n = 1 and n = N read using Eq 51
From these single operators, one can translate any operator written in the Pauli basis of the initial spins (σ a=0,x,y,z k=1,..,N ) into its form in the Pauli basis of the pseudo-spins ( a=0,x,y,z k=1,..,N −1 ) and of the parity operators P 0,x,y,z . For instance, the simplest operators involving two neighboring spins in the bulk read
while σ x n σ x n+1 has been already given in Eq. 52.
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF PARENT HAMILTONIANS THAT HAVE THESE MPS AS EIGENSTATES
A.
Parametrization of the 2 N energy levels
To simplify the notations in this section, it is convenient to relabel the parity operators P a=x,y,z as a N ≡ P a
so that the 2 N MPS kets of Eq. 1 are now parametrized by the N binary variable k = ±1 for k = 1, .., N . We wish to construct the parent Hamiltonians that have these 2 N MPS kets as eigenvectors
where the 2 N energies can be parametrized in terms of 2 N couplings J 
The coupling J (0) corresponds to the average energy over the 2 N levels and can be chosen to vanish
Since the variance of the energy over the spectrum should be extensive in N , the following rescaled variance should remain finite in the thermodynamic limit N → +∞
so the couplings J 
is non-interacting for the LIOMS z n (free-fermions) and the corresponding couplings J
n can be chosen to be random of order O(1). The other terms 2 ≤ p ≤ N correspond to the most general interactions between the LIOMS z n , where the couplings have to satisfy the extensivity constraint of Eq. 62. However, if one wishes to construct local Hamiltonians, one can choose to keep only the interactions between the nearest-neighbor LIOMS z n and z n+1 (already translated in terms of the initial spin operators in Eq. 57)
or to keep also the interactions between the next-nearest-neighbor LIOMS z n and z n+2
z n z n+2 (65) and the interactions between three consecutive LIOMS
C. Choice to produce an exact pairing between the two parity sectors P = ±1 While Eq 63 is the general form of the parent Hamiltonians in terms of the LIOMs z n=1,..,N −1 and z N = P z , one can also choose to produce an exact pairing in the spectrum between the two parity sectors P = ±1 by suppressing all terms containing P z in Eq. 63
The corresponding 2 N −1 energy-levels parametrized by the binary variables 1 = ±1, ..., N −1 = ±1 are then all doubly degenerate, since the two MPS |ψ 1,..., N −1 ,P =±1 that are related by the operator σ x N = P x (Eqs 35 and 36) have the same energy. The operator σ x N = P x then commutes with the Hamiltonian and anticommute with the parity P z : it is thus an exact odd normalized zero-mode. This notion of odd normalized zero-modes has attracted a lot of interest recently under the name of Majorana Zero Modes (MZM) in the context of the classification of topological phases [79, [108] [109] [110] [111] . They have been considered both in random systems in relation with Many-Body-Localization models [56] or in non-random models like the integrable XYZ chain [112] where they were called 'Strong Zero Mode', with various consequences for the long coherence time of edge spins [113, 114] , for the phenomenon of prethermalization [115] , and for their fate in the presence of dissipation [116] , while generalization to ladders can be found in [117] . In the Majorana formulation, these exact odd zero modes appear whenever the Hamiltonian involves an odd number (2N − 1) of Majorana operators [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] instead of the even number (2N ) of Majorana operators that are needed to describe a chain of N spins (See the reminder in Appendix A).
V. DIAGONAL ENSEMBLE DESCRIBING THE LONG-TIME-AVERAGED OBSERVABLES
Reminder on the Diagonal Ensemble as a function of the initial density matrix ρ(t = 0)
The unitary dynamics for the density matrix ρ(t) starting from some initial density matrix ρ(t = 0) reads
In the presence of continuous disorder, the spectrum is non-degenerate, and the time- 
it is simpler to work in the basis of pseudo-spin operators, where the projectors read |ψ 1 ,..., N −1 ,P ψ 1 ,..., N −1 ,P | = 1 + P P z 2
while σ z n has already been computed in Eq. 50 for 1 < n < N σ z n = cos(θ n−1 ) z n−1 + sin(θ n−1 ) x n−1 [cos(θ n ) z n + sin(θ n ) x n ]
so that one obtains the very simple result Tr σ z n |ψ 1,..., N −1 ,P ψ 1,..., N −1 ,P | = n−1 n cos(θ n−1 ) cos(θ n )
Then the magnetization of Eq. 71 becomes using the weights of Eq. 70 and the projectors of Eq. 72 
The translation of the pseudo-spin operators z k (Eq. 46) in terms of the initial spin operators σ x,y,z m yields z n−1 z n = cos(θ n−1 ) cos(θ n )σ z n + sin(θ n−1 ) sin(θ n )σ x n−1 σ x n+1 + cos(θ n−1 ) sin(θ n )
that determines which operators in the initial density matrix ρ(0) are involved in the magnetization m DE n of Eq. 71. To be more concrete, let us consider two simple examples for the initial condition at t = 0 :
(i) if the initial condition is fully magnetized along the direction z with magnetization S n on site n
the initial density matrix
yields that the magnetization of the Diagonal Ensemble of Eq. 75 m DE n = cos 2 (θ n−1 ) cos 2 (θ n )S n
keeps the memory of the initial magnetization S n even if it is reduced in amplitude by the angles (θ n−1 , θ n ) of the two neighboring bonds.
(ii) if the initial condition is instead fully magnetized along the direction x with magnetization ζ n on site n
yields that the magnetization of the Diagonal Ensemble of Eq. 75
is non-vanishing and keeps the memory of the σ x -magnetizations on the two neighboring sites ζ n±1 . More generally, one can compute along the same lines the values of local operators in the Diagonal Ensemble as a function of the initial condition ρ(t = 0). 
The statistics of these 2 N weights p DE 1=±1,..., N −1 =±1,P =± normalized to unity can be analyzed via the Inverse Participation Ratios as a function of the continuous parameter q Y (q) S1,..,S N ≡ 1 =± ...
They are thus independent on the precise values S n = ±1 of the spins in initial state |ψ(0) = |S 1 , ..., S N and coincide with the values of Eq. 26. In particular, the value for q = 2 represents the purity P DE of the Diagonal Ensemble density matrix ρ DE
The product form of the weights in Eq. 83 and the MPO forms of the MPS-projectors (Eq. 29)
yields the following MPO form for the Diagonal Ensemble density matrix of Eq. 69
with the bond variables
In particular, the decomposition across the bond (n, n + 1) 
With respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt inner-product for operators on the Left part [1, .., n] 
These norms do not depend on the indices (α n = ±1, α n = ±1) and correspond to the contribution P (1,..,n−1) from the Left part [1, .., n] and to the contribution P (n+1,..,N −1) from the Right part [n + 1, .., N ] in the total purity P DE of Eq. 85 for the Diagonal Ensemble that can be rewritten as
1 + cos 2 θ k 2 = P (1,..,n−1) 1 + cos 2 θ n 2 P (n+1,..,N −1)
The notion of Operator-Space-Entanglement for density matrices describing mixed states [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] 
where, besides the partial purity factors P (1,..,n−1) and P (n+1,..,N −1) already discussed in Eq. 93, the four common eigenvalues for α n = ± and α n = ± are given by the squares of the bond variable of Eq. 88 G αn,α n n 2 = δ αn,α n 1 + cos 4 θ n + 2α n ( n k=1 S k ) cos 2 θ n 4 + δ αn,−α n cos 2 θ n sin 2 θ n 4 (98) whose sum reproduces the missing factor related to the bond (n, n + 1) in the total purity of Eq. 94 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have considered the inverse problem of 'eigenstates-to-Hamiltonian' in the context of Many-Body-Localization for an open chain of N quantum spins. We have first constructed the simplest orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space made of 2 N Matrix-Product-States (MPS) of bond dimension D = 2, that have all the same entanglement entropy across each bond and have all the same multifractal dimensions. We have then analyzed the corresponding pseudo-spin operators that can be considered as the local building blocks of these 2 N MPS, in order to construct the parent Hamiltonians that have these 2 N MPS as eigenstates. Finally we have studied the Matrix-Product-Operator form of the Diagonal Ensemble density matrix ρ DE that allows to compute long-time-averaged observables of the unitary dynamics. We have given explicit results for the memory of the local magnetizations as a function of the initial density matrix ρ(t = 0). Finally, we have studied the entanglement properties of the Diagonal Ensemble density matrix ρ DE in operator-space, via the generalized notion of Schmidt decomposition for density matrices describing mixed states.
Our conclusion is that the explicit construction of Many-Body-Localized models via this 'eigenstates-to-Hamiltonian' inverse procedure provides a more concrete picture of the Local Integrals of Motion, of the memory effects in local observables, and of the entanglement structure in the Diagonal Ensemble. In the future, it would be interesting to build similarly other explicit models both in dimension d = 1 and in higher dimension d > 1.
2.
Interpretation of the LIOMs z n in terms of pseudo-Majorana operators For 1 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, the pseudo-spin operator z n of Eq 46 can be translated in terms of the Majorana operators introduced above z n = cos(θ n ) n−1 k=1 (−iγ 2k−1 γ 2k ) (−iγ 2n−1 γ 2n ) − i sin(θ n )γ 2n γ 2n+1 = −i cos(θ n ) n−1 k=1 (−ia k b k ) a n − sin(θ n )a n+1 b n ≡ −iã n b n (A10) and can be thus interpreted as the pairing between the Majorana operator b n with the new pseudo-Majorana operator a n ≡ cos(θ n ) n−1 k=1 (−ia k b k ) a n − sin(θ n )a n+1 (A11)
i.e more explicitly for n = 1, 2, 3.., N − 1 a 1 = cos(θ 1 )a 1 − sin(θ 1 )a 2 a 2 = cos(θ 2 )(−ia 1 b 1 )a 2 − sin(θ 2 In conclusion, the Local Integrals of Motion (LIOMs), i.e. the pseudo-spins operators z k=1,..,N −1 and the Parity P z , can be interpreted in terms of the pairing between the N initial Majorana fermions b n=1,..,N with the new pseudo-Majorana fermionsã n defined above.
